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We’re a media company focused on convening
an influential community for conversations about
the evolution of business and society.

We believe that… 

Business and technology can
accelerate social and economic
progress. 

Entrepreneurs and executives have 
a responsibility to make the world 
a better place.
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Our media platforms provide unique access to
influencers and thought leaders

CDX (Chief Digital Executive) convenes a
peer group of digital, innovation, and
technology executives from Fortune 500
companies to discuss best practices around
digital transformation.

Techonomy brings together business
leaders, tech executives, academics, and
NGOs to explore the impact of technology
on social and economic progress.

Worth brings together an influential and affluent
audience for conversations about the intersection
of finance, wealth, luxury, and social impact. 

Digitally-focused executives who are driving 
 digital transformation across every industry.
Their mission is to use technology to deliver
informative and actionable insights that benefit
their business.

C-Suite Digital Innovators
Mission-driven change agents focused on
the ethos that technology can make the
world a happier, healthier, wealthier, and
more peaceful place.

Influential Change Agents
Successful leaders who embrace topics related to
Conscious & Stakeholder Capitalism, Sustainability
& Climate Change, Diversity/Equity/Inclusion, and
broadly Doing Well by Doing Good.

Affluent & Influential Leaders



In addition to advertising and event sponsorship opportunities, we leverage our
team of journalists, editors, and strategists to help brands create and curate
custom content and events.

We are not just a traditional
media company

Our experience in event
programming and audience

development gives us a unique
advantage in developing and

hosting virtual events. 
 

Virtual Events
Leveraging our veteran journalists,
editors, and multimedia producers,
we can create high quality custom

content and research.
 

Custom Content
 We bring together small curated

groups of executives for
moderated conversations on

specific themes. 
 

Influencer Salons
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We partner with like minded brands to build
integrated marketing and communications
programs that align with their business goals
and objectives. 
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We partner with like minded brands to build
integrated marketing and communications
programs that align with their business goals
and objectives. 



Partnerships are customized
to meet our partners’ goals.

Logo & Brand
Inclusion

Program 
Integration

Co-Created 
Sessions

Custom
Editorial
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Speaking
Opportunities

Contributed 
Content

Experiential
Activations

Video 
Production VIP Events Newsletter

Sponsorships



Email Databases

Print Readership

135,000+

300,000+ 250,000+*

*Based on 100K circulation 

Avg. Monthly Page Visits via Google Analytics

Our Highly Qualified Reach

300,000+
Social Followers

Website Traffic
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2022 At A Glance
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Techonomy Climate Techonomy Davos

Worthy 100 Gala

Techonomy 2022
1 Days | Bay Area 2 Days | Davos 3 Days | Bay Area

Techonomy Policy
1 Day | Washington

Women & Worth Private Events Sustainability Summit Families of Worth 
Retreat 1 Day  | New York 
NAPA, CA

NYC

Groundbreaking
Women 

Private Events Sustainable Living Worthy 100
Print Issue

Events TBA 1 Day | New York 

Accelerate: Climate Accelerate: Health Accelerate: 
Media & Advertising

1 Day | Bay Area 1 Day | Boston 3 Days | Bay Area
Accelerate: Finance

1 Day | Washington





Worth brings together an influential and affluent
audience for conversations about the intersection of

finance, wealth, luxury and social impact.
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Our Worth Beyond Wealth ethos embraces topics related to
conscious & stakeholder capitalism, sustainability & climate

change, diversity/equity/inclusion, and broadly 
doing well and doing good.



Total Market of Affluent 
and Influential Leaders 

GenderAge
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36%
Boomers

41%
Gen X

2%
Gen Z

22%
Millennials

46%
Female

54%
Male

Household Income (HHI)

$365K+
Average HHI

Net Worth

36% - $1M-$3M

11% - Over $3M
$5.8M+

Average Net Worth

17% - $3.2M-$13M

13% - Over $13M

Source: Adstra Data
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Diversity,Equity,
& Inclusion

Groundbreaking
Women

 
Publication Date: 3/15

Close Date: 3/1

Women & Worth:
Watch Out for Failing

Glass
Sustainability

Summit 
Worthy 100 Gala

 
Families of Worth

Retreat 
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2022 Worth Calendar & Themes

Q1 Q3 Q4
Sustainability &
Climate Change

Conscious &
Stakeholder
Capitalism

Sustainable 
Living

 
Publication Date: 6/1

Close Date: 5/15

Worthy 100
 
 

Publication Date: 11/15
Close Date: 11/1



Diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) initiatives are not only hot topics in the business world right
now, but they are also crucial to a company’s success. From increasing profits to retaining key
employees, Worth will be exploring a portion of our stories through a DEI lens, with our Q1 issue
centered around our annual Groundbreakers list, which honors 50 groundbreaking women
across various industries from around the world who have made noteworthy strides over the
past year.

Close Date: March 1st

Q1 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Groundbreaking Women
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t Women & Worth Summit

Women & Worth 2022: Watch Out for Falling Glass
The past two years have been filled with numerous challenges and hard lessons, but now it’s time to
take charge and look toward a future filled with infinite possibilities. By 2030, women are expected to
control much of the $30 trillion in financial assets passed on by baby boomers, and across industries,
leaders are setting goals to reach gender parity by 2025. Join Worth for an in-person summit, where
we will discuss the opportunities for women and people of color to break the glass ceiling and create
generational wealth, how to take on the real, systemic challenges our world is facing and why
accelerating impact is more crucial now than ever before. 
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Q3
Sustainable Living
Measuring a company’s environmental, social and governance (ESG) impact has become
just as important as its bottom line. From socially-responsible investing to sustainable urban
planning, Worth will be focused on how organizations and people are creating lasting and
durable solutions to the world’s problems, with our Q3 print issue centered around living a
sustainable lifestyle. 

Close Date: July 29th
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Sustainability, Climate Change, & ESG

Sustainability Summit
Sustainability Summit: How Corporations Can Help Fight Climate Change
Leaders gave the world some dire warnings about the climate at last year’s COP26, and
while governments and policy play an important part, it’s going to be corporate leaders
and businesses that can truly make the necessary changes. Join Worth for a gathering of
executives and officials to discuss how corporations can lead the charge in fighting
climate change, why sustainability is more important than ever and the steps we need to
take right now to ensure the world remains habitable for generations to come.

Date: September 20th, 2022 (Climate Week NYC)
Location: City Winery NYC 

Ev
en

t

https://www.climateweeknyc.org/


How Corporations Can Help Fight Climate Change
This one day event will explore topics including Sustainable
finance & ESG investing, how tech will address the climate crisis,
conscious consumption, and content related to how various
industries are doing their part to combat climate change. Sectors
represented will include banking & finance, travel & hospitality,
fashion & luxury, agriculture & food, cities & mobility, etc. 

Sustainability Summit
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Date: September 20
Location: New York, NY

When & Where

250 senior business executives, investors,
entrepreneurs, sustainability/climate
experts, tech leaders, and media. 

Program integration
Custom & contributed content
Digital & print advertising
Product sampling & gifting

Attendees

Partnership Opportunities

Photo: City Winery NYC (Chelsea Piers) 
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Worthy 100
Last year saw the launch of our inaugural Worthy 100 list, in which we
showcased 100 impactful entrepreneurs changing the way we do
business. This year, Q4 will see the second iteration of this list, with a
portion of our digital and print content expanding on conscious and
stakeholder capitalism and the concrete steps our readers can take to
make their businesses more impactful, from both a social and
environmental perspective.

Close Date: November 1st

Families of Worth Retreat 
Families of Worth: The Impact Retreat
With in-person events becoming the norm again, Worth is proud to reintroduce the
Families of Worth retreat. During this Families of Worth retreat, we will be exploring
the nuances of impact, from how we move our businesses and investment
strategies toward impactfulness to how we shape the future and instill our values
within our families and businesses.

Q4
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Conscious & Stakeholder Capitalism



Worth Magazine was first published in 1986 by
Fidelity Investments as a wealth management and
luxury lifestyle publication. Clarim Media
relaunched Worth in 2021 to establish the brand as
one of the leading publications covering the
intersection of wealth, luxury, and social impact. 

Magazine

Print Readership
250,000 per issue* 

Custom Content
Contributed Content 
Full Page & Double Page Ad Spread

Advertising Opportunities 2022 Issues & Publication Date
Q1:  Groundbreaking Women | March 15                                    
Q3: Sustainable Living | September 15
Q4: Worthy 100 | November 15

Nicholas Air Custom Content Spread

*Based on 100K circulation. 
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Worth Magazine was first published in 1986 by
Fidelity Investments as a wealth management and
luxury lifestyle publication. Clarim Media
relaunched Worth in 2021 to establish the brand as
one of the leading publications covering the
intersection of wealth, luxury, and social impact. 

Magazine

Print Readership
250,000 per issue* 

2022 Issues & Publication Date
Q1:  Groundbreaking Women | April 1                                    
Q3: Sustainable Living | September 1
Q4: Worthy 100 | November 15

Nicholas Air Custom Content Spread

*Based on 100K circulation. 
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Advertising Rates
Full Page $35,000
Spread $55,000
Inside Covers $40,000
Back Cover $45,000

Frequency Discount
2x 5%  |  3x 10%  |  4x 15%

Custom Content
Priced upon request



Women &
Worth

Worth publishes digital content (editorial & video) daily, while our
newsletters are distributed on a weekly basis. Our digital content is a
combination of stories that appear in our magazine, original content from
our staff writers, as well as content sourced from our extensive network of
contributors. We also work with our partners to produce custom thought
leadership content that engages our audience. 

Digital

Audience
Website Visitors: 200,000 UVM
Newsletter Subscribers: 50,000+

Display Advertising
Custom & Contributed Content 
Newsletter Sponsorship

Advertising Opportunities

Worth.com

Newsletters
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An invitation-only membership community of influential and
successful Women who have the power and desire to accelerate
and activate progress towards a more equitable economy from
the top down, while facilitating empowerment at a grassroots level,
for the benefit of us all. 

Women & Worth Membership

Community
70 Members
5,000 Newsletter Subscribers
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21%
Sr. Executives

6%
Partner

6%
Financial Advisor

1.5%
Other

2.9%
Government

28%
Founders

10%
Directors

25%
C-Suite



Worth’s Women & Worth event brings together a group 
of influential executives, entrepreneurs, and investors 
for a conversation about how we can create a more
equitable world. Attendees will hear from leaders who are
making an impact, as well as engage in group discussions
to help develop strategies that they can implement within
their organizations.

Women & Worth
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Date: April 19
Location: New York, NY &
Virtual

When & Where

Physical Attendees:
100 Senior Executives 
(70% Women / 30% Men)

Virtual Attendees: 
250+ Senior Executives 

Program integration
Custom & contributed content
Advertising in digital magazine
Product sampling or gifting

Who

What



Women &
Worth

Email Newsletters

An indispensable
guide to finance,
investing and
entrepreneurship.

Frequency:
Weekly

Subscribers:
48,500

Inspiration and
advice for female
leaders, 
founders and
investors.

Frequency:
Bi-Monthly

Subscribers:
5,000

Focuses on news 
and insights of
importance to the
financial
advisor community

How to make an
impact over
generations.

Frequency:
Bi-Monthly

Subscribers:
9,500

Frequency:
Monthly

Subscribers:
1,500
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Books

Intentioning 
By Gloria Feldt

The Epic Mentor Guide 
By Illana Raia

Do More Good 
By Bill McKendry

Worth Books is a publishing platform that connects, informs and
inspires our community to make a positive impact on the world. 
We provide a compelling way for executives and entrepreneurs 
to grow their personal brand and business by bringing their stories
from the boardroom to the bookstore. From ghostwriting to marketing
and distribution, we work with our authors to tailor a partnership that
fits their needs, goals and objectives.

Current Books & Authors
Benefits 

Authors retain full rights to content 
Comprehensive editing by Worth editors 
Cover design and layout 
Licensed Worth Books author promotional package 
Official Worth Books logo for promotional use 
Distribution through Simon & Schuster (physical / digital) 
Favorable royalty and buy back structure

Brad Benbow
Sofia Castro 
Andrew Dejoy
Craig Dowden 
Dottie Herman
Ruth Shaber
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Wealth of Knowledge

Alternative Assets Classes
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Estate Planning
Generational Wealth
Social Entrepreneurship
SPACs
Philanthropy

Wealth of Knowledge is a video series by Worth covering
leaders from, financial experts to entrepreneurs, where each
episode featuring a member of the Worth community. 

The series promotes thought leadership from experts with deep
knowledge on a subject as we touch on a wide variety 
of topics that are important to the Worth community. 

Topics Content Sample 
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Clients

A Platform for Thought Leadership



Leading Advisors

An integrated marketing platform and a vetted venue 
for top wealth, legal, and insurance advisors nationwide. 
The program is designed to introduce some of the country's
leading experts to Worth readers and to provide sound
guidance on how to maximize advisor relationships

Benefits 
Leading Advisors landing page for full-year- updated 2X/per
quarter
Full page custom content page in a quarterly issue
3X Advisors View newsletter content contribution sponsorship
1X custom editorial digital feature
Wealth of Knowledge video interview. Here is an example 
50 copies of print issue mailed to your office
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https://t.sidekickopen87.com/s3t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7kF8bWFjtVKDVd_59hl3kW7_k2841CXdp3VQ0CJV7vBFNrW2dykdt7VsYND101?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW4mKLS-4rCvX6W4hCVj23Fbt5SW4myB8V3QJdFtW3GLhY91Zv8th4JcdT1&si=8000000006397139&pi=445f2cbc-f16d-4155-f58d-52f415882848
https://t.sidekickopen87.com/s3t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7kF8bWFjtVKDVd_59hl3kW7_k2841CXdp3VQ0CJV7vBFNrW2dykdt7VsYND101?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW4mKLS-4rCvX6W4hCVj23Fbt5SW4myB8V3QJdFtW3GLhY91Zv8th4JcdT1&si=8000000006397139&pi=445f2cbc-f16d-4155-f58d-52f415882848


An annual invitational golf tournament benefiting 
Smile Farms, a leader in creating meaningful employment
solutions for people with different abilities. 
This tournament features celebrity and influential 
members from the Worth community. 
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Custom Content
Contributed Content 
Full Page & Double Page Ad Spread

Advertising Opportunities

Invitational Golf Outing



Leaders gave the world some dire warnings about the
climate at last year’s COP26, and while governments
and policy play an important part, it’s going to be
corporate leaders and businesses that can truly make
the necessary changes. Join Worth for a gathering of
executives and officials to discuss how corporations
can lead the charge in fighting climate change, why
sustainability is more important than ever and the steps
we need to take right now to ensure the world remains
habitable for generations to come.
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Sustainability Summit

Sustainable Finance & ESG investing, 
How Tech will Address the Climate Crisis, 
Conscious Consumption
Content related to how various industries are doing their
part to combat climate change. Sectors represented will
include:

Banking & Finance, 
Travel & Hospitality,
Fashion & Luxury, 
Agriculture & Food, 
Cities & Mobility, 
etc.

Topics

City Winery
 

June 21stNew York City,
NYC



Cities
Worth covers American cities from our own unique
perspective, focusing on issues critical to our community 
of high net worth travelers, investors, leaders, entrepreneurs
and philanthropists.

For editorial information, write Richard Bradley (rbradley@worth.com).
For marketing partnerships information write Greg Licciardi (glicciardi@worth.com).

Economic Health and Development
Tourism and Visitation
Philanthropy and Social Impact
Culture and Community
Sustainability and Vision

Worth goes beyond the superficial to focus on areas such as:

In 2022, we’re pleased to announce a renewed, post-
pandemic commitment to covering cities, with regular
coverage on Worth.com and at least one feature in each
of our four quarterly print issues.

This year, perhaps more than ever, Worth looks forward
to telling the story of what’s happening in your American
city.

Custom & Contributed Content
Video Creation
Events
Social

Partnership Deliverables



2022
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CDX (Chief Digital Executive) convenes a peer
group of digital, innovation, and technology
executives from Fortune 500 companies to discuss
best practices around digital transformation.

Techonomy brings together business leaders,
tech executives, academics, and NGOs to
explore the impact of technology on social
and economic progress.

Influential Leaders who believe
technology will have a positive impact
on business and society
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Executives

Business Leaders in our community

C-Suite36%

24%

13% Senior Leadership

Source: Adstra Data

Real Estate
Telecom

Government
NGO

Manufacturing
Consulting
Academia

Retail
Health Care

Media & Communication
Professional Services

Software & Technology
Finance

3.0%
3.1%

3.7%
4.0%

5.2%
6.4%
6.7%
7.0%

8.1%
12.0%

12.5%
12.6%

15.1%

MEDIA

C-level executives including Chief Executive Officers, 
Chief Operating Officers, Chief Strategy Officers, Chief Technology
Officers, Chief Digital Officers, Chief Sustainability Officers, etc.

Executives who report directly into the C-Suite and/or run
major business units with P&L and operating budget
responsibility. 

Organizational leaders (VP and greater) with functional roles 
In operations, strategy, marketing, technology, partnerships, etc.



Techonomy 
Climate

Accelerate:
Climate

Accelerate:
Health

Techonomy
2022
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2022 At a Glance

Accelerate: 
Media & Advertising

1 Day | Bay Area 1 Day | Boston 1 Day | Los Angeles

Accelerate:
Finance
1 Day | New York

1 Days | Bay Area 3 Days | Bay Area

Techonomy
Policy
1 Day | Washington

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

MEDIA

Techonomy 
Private Events



Techonomy Media publishes digital content 
(editorial & video) daily, while our newsletters 
are distributed on a weekly basis. 
Our digital content is original content from 
our staff writers, as well as content sourced 
from our extensive network of contributors. 
We also work with our partners to produce 
custom thought leadership content that 
engages our audience. 

Audience
Website Visitors
Newsletter Subscribers 

Advertising Opportunities
Display Advertising
Custom & Contributed Content 
Newsletter Sponsorship

Digital Offerings
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TECHONOMY.COM

DXDAILY.COM 

NEWSLETTERS

MEDIA



Techonomy Climate 
No issue is more critical than climate change, and tech has special opportunities and responsibilities. Where are the most
promising new innovations that can help tech up its impact as the climate crisis worsens? We will bring together climate experts,
industry giants, entrepreneurs, and other leaders to explore how tech and innovation can address the climate crisis.
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Techonomy Policy
Government has finally awakened to the gravity and scope of tech’s impact. But it remains challenging to figure out what steps to
take. Techonomy gathers in Washington, DC for a conference assessing the impacts, opportunities, and challenges tech presents
for the United States and the world.

Techonomy 2022
After a 2-year pandemic hiatus, Techonomy resumes its legendary two-day flagship fall retreat. We assemble the most diverse
possible array of technologists and technologies to give our top-level community from tech, business, academia, and
government insight into what matters most.

Events



CONTACT:
Josh Kampel
CEO, Clarim Media
josh@clarim-media.com
+1 617 233 7722



Accelerate Summits

Climate Summit
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Healthcare Summit

Finance Summit

Media & Advertising Summit

Accelerate events bring togther a peer grop of executives who are focused on accelerating
digital transformation within their industry, their organization, 

Events



Appendix



No issue is more critical than climate change, and tech has special opportunities and
responsibilities. What are the most responsive companies doing, and why? How could
the industry better work together? Where are the most promising new innovations to
help tech up its impact as the climate crisis worsens? 

This in-person event in Silicon Valley, convened in partnership with the Environmental
Defense Fund, brings together climate experts, industry giants, entrepreneurs, and
other leaders. We’ll explore issues including methane-monitoring satellites, sustainable
food tech, and how software can help monitor and manage the economy to build a low-
carbon world, as well as how climate-responsible companies are led and managed.



Websites
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DXDaily.com
Destination for Digital Transformation

Techonomy.com
Where technology is central and
indispensable to all the activities of
business, and of humanity.

Worth.com
Inspiring and
informing a
community of
successful and
influential
individuals to be
their best selves and
make an impact on
the world. 
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Women &
Worth

Frequency:
Weekly

Frequency:
Weekly

Frequency:
Bi-Weekly

Frequency:
Weekly

Frequency:
Bi-Weekly

Frequency:
Monthly

 Newsletters


